
Paper credentials are in the past. These physical copies can quickly
be lost, forged, or tampered with, making them hard to trust. They
take a lot of time, money, and resources to manage as well. What
happens when they need to be renewed, replaced, or revoked? 

That’s why digital credentials are taking over. Issuers can instantly
create, customize, and send digital credentials to their recipients
when and how they want, without endless repetition. Holders can
easily receive and store these credentials in their phones and share
as they need. However, the verification process still lacks a critical
trust layer, as anyone can manipulate a PDF file. 

Enter verifiable credentials, a type of digital credential that
preserves privacy by allowing offline verification and complete user
control. Grounded in digital signatures and strong cryptography,
these credentials cannot be faked, altered, or forged. As the gold
standard of the credential ecosystem, issuers, holders, and verifiers
can feel confident when working with verifiable credentials.

“A new take on digital credentials and 
evolution for our badges. The privacy, 
security and user control capabilities builds 
trust with our students, teachers, parents, 
alumni and industry partners.”  
Stephanie Stephens,
Executive Director of Learning Innovation and Technology,  
Holy Trinity School

Why You Should  Choose Verifiable Credentials

Web-Hosted Open Badges Verifiable Credentials

Verification Vendor controlled. Provenance 
and content not verified

Provenance and content are cryptographically 
verified by issuer. Tamper evident

Privacy Public or 3rd party owned,  
no true privacy

User owned, private data based on  
self-sovereign identity

Access Only online Online or offline

Sharing Only public URL or email Public URL email, private peer to peer,   
offline, PDF

Easy, Secure, Private.
Digital Credentials with C.TI

Digital Credentials in Action

Credentialing Solutions are taking Education,  
Healthcare, Membership Organizations, Company 
Reskilling Programs, and Government by storm, growing 
exponentially every year and quickly replacing traditional 
and outdated methods. The question is becoming, not  
if an organization is using digital credentials, but are  
they using the ones with the right standards that will  
stand the test of time?

Convergence.Tech is ready to help walk  
through a Readiness Assessment to 
understand and assess the capabilities 
needed for implementing credentials  
in your ecosystem

C.TI’s in-house experts can assist with  
set up and integrations as needed.
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Introducing C.TI Digital Credentials 
Convergence.Tech’s C.TI digital credentials solution is powered 
by the world’s leading identity protocol, OpenID Connect, in 
addition to emerging self sovereign identity standards such as 
W3C Verifiable Credentials and W3C Decentralized Identifiers. 

Unlike website-hosted badges, with faulty centralized databases, 
no way to share privately, and uncertain results that can be 
forged, C.TI takes a decentralized approach which puts the user 
in control while focusing on privacy and security.

Easy, Secure, Private.
Digital Credentials with C.TI

Fast Start.
Software as a Service (SaaS) platform, 
accessible through a quick start Web 
Application or direct API integration.

Secure and Authentic.
Credentials are cryptographically 
secure and unforgeable.

LMS Integrations.
Automated credential issuance with 
leading LMSs, SISs, or custom APIs.

Digital Wallets.
User owned and controlled by students 
to manage their Credentials.

Easily Shareable.
Easily present & share via social 
channels, email, offline and more.

Learning Pathways.
Create flexible pathways that  
visualize opportunity for greater 
achievements & build portfolios  
that demonstrate mastery.

Institutional Promotion.
Institutionally-branded credentials 
promote the Issuing School.

Key Features

Book your demo today

Used by 600 leading organizations across 12 countries

Find out how easy it is to get started with Verifiable Credentials

https://www.convergence.tech/contact-us?ref=digicreddatasheet

